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a. Purpose of the research
Our traditional bow is a kind of horn bow which appeared at the side wall in the sepulcher
around A.D 600. A lot of traits of the horn bow have been handed down to us in an
unwritten form. This is the reason why I would like to research and investigate the several
potential capacities in the field of Physics, such as structures, materials and efficiency.
b. Procedures
(1) Successful shooting as a weapon
accuracy, the infliction of injury, the ability to strike from a distance, the ability to strike
swiftly, and to protect one’s own body
(2) Materials and construction of horn bow
Composite bow : acacia(mulberry), bamboo, waterbuffalo horn, sinew, oak,
fish air bladder glue, birch bark
Reflexed bow, Siyahs, Small size
(3) Compressing, Breaking, Bending strength of horn bow depends on the several materials
(4) Elasticity curve
(5) Efficiency of bow
(6) Working Siyahs
(7) Anticipation of impulsive force enforced on a person

c. Data
<graph 1> Compressing, Breaking, Bending strength of horn bow
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<graph 2> Elasticity curve

<data 1> Efficiency of bow
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∗ efficiency of bow = Arrow kinetic energy/ Elastic potential energy

<graph 3>

Working Siyahs
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d. Conclusions
(1) You can see the material differences between inner and outer part of the bow.
At the inner part, the material is made of waterbuffalo horn which has the most
compressing strength. Futhermore, the outer part has used another matrial sinew
which shows the greatest breaking strength.
(2) In the view of Elastic potential energy, we can see the horn bow has the greatest
energy.
(3) The horn bow has the most efficiency energy transfer and the longest vibration
time. Therefore it transfers the least amount of impulsive force to the person.
(4) By using the working siyahs, the bow can start smoothly, accelerate the arrow
until the very end, and absorb any shock.

Therefore we can conclude that the horn bow is a perfected compositive reflexing bow
due to its excellent planning and manufacturing technology.

* Two copies of the "Abstract of Exhibit" should be sent or email to the National Taiwan Science
Education Centre before Dec 31, 2003.
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